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On 18th May, we had 8,545 trees in our database and 13,474 photographs
Welcome to the latest issue of Tree Watch.
We seem to be in a post-Covid period and can have
face-to-face meetings again. Hopefully this will last.
Our next meeting is planned for Thursday 26th May
at 19:30 in St Paul's Parish Rooms. This is a talk by
Martin Woolner on “Life in the Leaf Litter”. I do hope
you can attend this talk.
With the veteran tree survey closing, we have a
number of other projects to keep us busy. These will
be reported here over the next months. There is a
lot tree-wise going on within our Borough.
May is officially Spring with bluebells (as shown here
in Nores Hill Wood in Shinfield) and with trees coming
into leaf. In my area the oak definitely came into leaf
before the ash. The old saying of “Oak before Ash in for a splash. Ash before Oak - in for a soak.”
suggests we will not have a wet summer. With so many
newly planted trees in the Borough, I hope we don’t
have an extended dry spell.
I promised a report on Dick Greenaway’s walk, but
although the weather didn’t cause its postponement,
only two people turned up.
The next issue of Tree Watch will be August 2022 and the copy deadline is 31st July. If you have any
comments or responses to anything in this issue or contributions for future issues please send them to:
Elaine Butler - TreeWatch @ wdvta.org.uk
Words in dark green and underlined are links to further details (obviously not applicable when printed).
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Events – May-August 2022
❖ Thursday 26th May – 19:30 - St Paul's Parish Rooms – “Life in the Leaf Litter”-talk by Martin
Woolner - Free (donations welcome); Free car park adjacent.
❖ A guided walk identifying tree diseases is planned for July, but the date isn’t fixed yet.
Non-WDVTA events:
❖ Wednesday 1st June 10.30 - RTWN planting Platinum Jubilee tree - see page 7.
❖ Saturday 6th August 10:00-15:00 - The Earley Green Fair - WDVTA will have a stall there.
For up-to-date information - see the events page on our website – wdvta.org.uk/events.php

AGM
We held the AGM by Zoom again this year. The official business was followed by two very interesting
talks by Laura Buck and Duncan Fisher. Duncan described the Berkshire Local Nature Recovery Strategy
and what is might mean for veteran trees. Woodland, wood pasture, parkland, hedgerows and lines of
trees are all recognised as important in the ‘Nature recovery green paper: protected sites and species’
(March 2022) and must be taken into account by councils and planners. The Local Government Association
website has a section on ‘Biodiversity Net Gain Guidance’. Laura described the Borough’s plan to plant
250,00 trees and develop a Tree Strategy. These have been on the agenda for what seems like years, so
it was nice to hear some progress has been made and this is described in more detail below.
The review of our activities last year is on our website.
WDVTA committee
Officials:

Committee members:

Chairman:

Alison Griffin

Secretary:

Kerry Clissold

Treasurer:

Derek Oxbrough

Barry Anderson, Elaine Butler, Sarah Hanson, Martin Haslam,
Stephen Loyd, Linda Martin, Stephanie McKay, Steve Radford,
Coralie Ramsey, Michael Rea, Maggie Sanderson, Jane Sellwood,
and Barbara Stagles.

At the AGM, Liz Wild left the committee, we had no new nominations and the other committee members
were re-elected. Malcolm Butler and Elaine Butler stood down as membership secretary and data manager
respectively. Jane Sellwood is the new membership secretary. With the closure of the veteran tree
survey, I’ve stepped down as data manager because I don’t want to be responsible for processing the data
of any future major projects. I’ll continue maintaining the Commemorative and Special Tree Inventory
and be involved in other projects.

PLANTING 250,000 TREES

AND DEVELOPING A

TREE STRATEGY (LAURA BUCK’S PRESENTATION)

The project was created in response to target 17 of WBC’s Climate Emergency Action Plan (published in
January 2020). Its aim is to increase carbon capture in the Borough by creating new woodlands, hedgerows
and orchards. Based on Natural England research papers it is estimated that the proposed habitat changes
will eventually capture an additional 3.1kt CO2e per year. The carbon sequestration benefit from planting
trees doesn’t depend directly on the number of trees planted, but on the area and type of land converted
into woodland and the resultant woodland ecosystem.
Grant funding from the Woodland Trust was approved in May 2021. The Executive gave approval to start
phase 1 in July 2021. It commenced in September last year with the appointment of Laura Buck as Project
Manager. The first plantings began in October. The trees planted (between October and March each
year) will be mainly sourced from the UK and Ireland, bareroot native saplings or whips and ranging in size
between 40-80cm at the time of planting (species dependant).
By March 2022, 15,420 trees had been planted. Details are tabulated on the Wokingham Engage website.
There’s a list of trees planted with their locations, but the tree details are rather general (100 fruit trees
at Winnersh Community Orchard and 25 native trees planted at Stanlake Copse). Planting took place at
17 schools; 4 Countryside sites (Dinton Pastures, Keephatch, Kentwood and Charvil Meadows) and public
open spaces such as Woosehill and Barkham Playing fields. These 15,420 trees do not include trees planted
by developers. Phase 1 (years 1 and 2) involves small scale planting sites. Most larger scale planting will
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take place in phase 2 (years 3 and 4).
Small scale planting includes supporting resident and community groups that want to carry out or
participate in tree planting schemes (such as those in Charvil) as well as the planting of one or more trees
in individual gardens. In this Garden Forest Scheme residents could apply (between November and the
end of January) for one or more trees for their own gardens. The 802 successful applicants have been
notified, but we won’t know what species we are getting until the trees are ready for collection in the
autumn. There’s another round of applications and you can register “an expression of interest” until the
end of July.
A draft Tree Strategy is expected to be ready for public consultation later this year. It will provide
overall guidance on the management and maintenance of trees across the Borough. Wokingham also hopes
to reach ‘Tree City of the World’ status (see Tree Watch 45-May 2020 p7).

WHERE

SHOULD YOU PLANT TREES IN YOUR PARISH?

Last September, we had a presentation from Jamie Hartzell of the Oxfordshire Treescapes Project. It’s
still on our website. In their latest newsletter they are offering free reports on the treescape
opportunities for parishes and landowners. You can see their report for Charlbury parish as an example.
If a report of this detail is available free, I expect every parish to take advantage of the offer - and to
publicise the report on their website - preferrable not buried where no-one finds it unless they know to
search for it! I’ve written to Shinfield parish, suggesting they take up the offer.

TREE WATCHING

FROM MY

CHAIR

Alison Griffin

It was very disappointing not to be able to have the AGM face to face in St Paul’s Parish
Rooms as planned this year, but many thanks to all the members that did attend on Zoom.
I hope to see many of you at the talk on May 26th. Kerry and Martin are planning events
for the summer, autumn and winter, so we should have more opportunities to meet up
through this year.
Spring has been slow and very dry, but at last we are seeing the ‘May flowers’ but the
closest to ‘March winds’ were the February storms and we missed the ‘April
showers’ completely. I spotted a red admiral butterfly in the middle of
February, apparently some do now overwinter in sheltered spots in southern
England. Climate change is real.
Is this a tree (right) you recognise? Would you recognise this tree if you
drove past it every day? Quite possibly not as it is one of hundreds of roadside
hedge English oak trees of 3 to 4m girth in our database. However, it is now
joining the select group of trees with a ‘then and now’ image.
The Google satellite image for our area has recently been updated and I

© Google Maps
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happened to be looking at our website map for the area south of the railway in the south west of
Wokingham and was very surprised to see a pin for a tree right in the middle of a new roundabout.
Congratulations to the member who surveyed MRN 3114 in Wokingham Without, for the accuracy of their
grid reference. We all know how difficult it is to get accurate data, but this one is literally spot on. The
new road over the railway line is now open and links to Waterloo Road at this new roundabout which has
been built around the tree. When you drive over the railway and down to the roundabout, I hope you will
enjoy seeing the tree in its new setting.

Queen’s Green Canopy
As part of the Platinum Jubilee celebrations, 70 ancient woodlands and 70 individual ancient trees are
being recognised as part of the Queen’s Green Canopy initiative. The lists of these woodlands and trees
have recently been announced. I am sure you will have been to see a few of the trees and woodlands listed.
The Ankerwycke yew, Burnham Beeches, Warburg Reserve and Wytham Woods are all included and have
been places the association has visited.

The Mulberry Tree spring
Have a look at this video to see the unusual sight of a spring in a mulberry tree. For just a few days every
year after the winter snow has melted, water can be seen gushing from about four feet above the ground
from the trunk of a 100-year-old mulberry tree in the village of Dinosa near Podgorica in Montenegro.
When the water table is raised by the melting snow or heavy rain, the underground spring in the water
meadow has found an outlet through the tree’s hollow trunk.

Veteran Tree
Survey snapshot
POPLARS
98
poplars in our
database

3
parishes haven’t
recorded any

39
black hybrid poplars

THE VETERAN TREE SURVEY
Although the veteran tree survey has been officially closed, I know
there are still some records to be submitted and those records will
be added. After that, and some tidying up of the data, the final
dataset will be sent to WBC, TVERC and ATI and we can start
producing some summaries of the data.
If you have any data that you haven’t sent me yet, please do so as
soon as possible.
If you are wondering why the total number of trees this month is less
than that in February, it’s because 16 small, but significant, poplars
have been removed and will be added to the Commemorative and
Special Trees Inventory.
Whether you’ve been involved in surveying trees or not, you can all
help to make our data as accurate as possible. If you have some spare
time, please have a look at the map and check some records (randomly
or systematically). If you spot any errors or omissions, please use the
contact form below the record to let me know about them. I expect
there are a few spelling mistakes! Thank you.

17
black poplars

12
Lombardy poplars

6
white poplars

ALDERMASTON

ANCIENT TREE SURVEY

AWE (Atomic Weapons Establishment) at Aldermaston have
produced an e-booklet “Sustainability at AWE”, including reference
to a survey of 15 trees on their site (section 2.4, page 13). Of these,
four are veterans and nine are ancient, with two being over 500
years old.
“When the oldest oak tree at AWE was putting down roots, Henry
VI was King of England - over 590 years ago.”
“The next longest-lived trees are 512 and 455 years old and the
gnarled condition of these trees makes them a haven for wildlife.”
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LAST

APPLE TREE STANDING?

OLD

ORCHARDS AT

EMMBROOK HOUSE

Barbara Stagles

Well not really standing but lying down firmly with strong new growth in
full blossom. This apple tree, which we visited in April 2022, along
Riverside Walk, Wokingham, is probably the last living evidence of an
orchard that flourished on this site from at least the 18th century in the
grounds of Emmbrook House.
For at least two centuries Emmbrook House was an important residence
in the town, set on an attractive site overlooking the Emm Brook.
Renovated and enlarged over the years, it had many owners including the
Heelas family in the 19th century and, famously, the parents of Dick
Francis the champion jockey and author. The family ran a stables there
and Dick lived in the house for a while before joining the air force at the
start of the Second World War. In his book ‘The Sport of Queens’ he
described it as ‘a large pleasant Victorian house with a good stable yard
of about twenty-five boxes’. The house was demolished in the 1960s to
make way for a housing estate, including the circular Brookside. The
access footpath from the Reading Road to Brookside is along the line of
the drive to the big house.
Historic maps in 1799, 1817 and in 1911 all
show the existence of an orchard in the
grounds of the Emmbrook House estate,
although the acreage changed over the
years. In 1911 there were two orchards,
the second a larger one nearer the Reading
Road. An aerial photo taken in 1948 shows
the rectangular shape of what was the
earlier orchard with scattered trees in it.
Just possibly one of these could be our
tree. A later aerial photo in 1981 shows
some trees still growing, but much of the
orchard land had been incorporated into
the back gardens of houses in Brookside.
In the early years of the WDVTA survey, in 2010,
we recorded two old pear trees and four old apple
trees (MRNs 4408-4414), two of which were in
Brookside house gardens, all relics of the orchard.
Photos and details of these trees can be seen on
our website.
Sadly in 2022 we could only find this one apple
tree remaining (MRN 4413). It is difficult to
assess it age, but it has a large trunk (that has
fallen to the ground) out of which grow a number
of sturdy branches in full flower. The tree is
surrounded by other growth which makes it mostly
inaccessible but in some ways this gives it useful
April 2022
protection. We will be waiting until the autumn to
see if the tree bears any fruit as this could help
us identify the variety. It would be good if this apple tree could be acknowledged and cared for as a
reminder of the history of the site, especially as, not far away along Riverside Walk, a new community
orchard has been planted.
Thanks are due to Eddie Napper of Friends of the Emm Brook for reference to the maps and photos
which are to be found in the Berkshire Record Office.
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DID

YOU KNOW?... It was Orchard Day on April 29th

About 100 events were organised across Europe, with six in England, one in France and most in
Germany. This was the second annual Orchard Day. Next year it’s on April 28 th.

WELLINGTONIA AVENUE

1,000-YEAR-OLD OAKS USED
'SUPER FOREST'

TO CREATE

This is the title of an article Derek Oxbrough sent me. Do
read it. The tree featured is the one in our group photo
at Blenheim Palace.

MRN

6357 in the foreground

According to the Monumental
Trees website, in October 2000,
green cones were collected from
the avenue. After extraction, the
seeds were dried before being
sown. Germination was about 50%
and the trees are now 7m tall.
The seedlings showed a high
degree of variation in growth and
habit. It would be interesting to
know where exactly the original
seed source came from.

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS
Infection of olive trees by the bacterium Xylella fastidiosa has been devastating the olive crops of
southern Italy for almost a decade. The bacteria block the xylem vessels, which transport water through
the plant, eventually killing it. They are spread by spittlebugs. Early detection is essential, allowing
farmers to cull infected trees and prevent outbreaks.
Drones equipped with hyperspectral and thermal sensors have been developed which are able to detect
almost indiscernible signs of early infection, including very slight changes in leaf colour. More than
300,000 trees will be examined using the new drone technology in the next few months.
Environmental DNA (eDNA or extra-organismal DNA) is DNA shed by organisms, that is found in the
environment. The detection of eDNA has revolutionised animal surveying. It enables detection of
organisms without actually seeing them or needing to capture them. It has been particularly used in aquatic
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ecosystems. As well as eDNA, which is species specific, there is metabarcoding, where a sample is used
to detect a lot of species simultaneously. Pollen and fungal spore surveys using eDNA have been used for
a while. Now it’s been shown that eDNA leaf sampling can detect small leaf fragments or other parts of
the plant that get aerosolised. Extending these methods to metabarcoding, means a plane could fly across
a very large environment, a sampling area that’s much bigger than possible using more conventional sampling
methods. Such surveys do not of course replace traditional sampling, where natural history knowledge and
taxonomic expertise are needed. They do complement traditional surveys and provide easy and
comparatively cheap surveys on large geographic scales.
One year-long comparison of airborne eDNA with traditional transect-based visual plant surveys, not
surprisingly, found that airborne eDNA metabarcoding surveys required less sampling effort in terms of
the time needed to conduct a survey. There were some differences in the results obtained. The
metabarcoding method detected more invasive species, grasses and herbaceous species, but fewer
herbaceous plants with large showy flowers.
The authors concluded “Airborne eDNA surveillance has the potential to revolutionize the way plant
communities are monitored in general, track changes in plant communities due to climate change and
disturbances, and assist with the monitoring of invasive and endangered species.”

THE

DEMISE OF THE

AONB

There will be no ‘Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ if the Government’s recommendations are
accepted. But this is good news. It’s just a name change. AONB is considered rather cumbersome and
‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder”. The suggested alternative is ‘National Landscapes’. The Cotswold
AONB has already been re-branded as the ‘Cotswold National Landscape’. Not only does this break
the trend of renaming things with ever longer names, but it is a much more accurate term and avoids
any discussion about whether an important landscape is beautiful or not. Along with the name change,
the legal status of the former AONBs is to become equivalent to that of National Parks. This is only a
recommendation as yet, but is expected to be passed into law soon.

TREES

AND THE

QUEEN’S PLATINUM JUBILEE

Wokingham’s plans don’t seem to specifically include any tree-related events, although individual towns
and parishes may do.
Reading Tree Wardens are planting a tree for the jubilee; their contribution to the Queen's Green Canopy.
It’s a tupelo tree (Nyssa sylvatica). Also known as black tupelo, black gum or sour gum, it’s a medium-sized
ornamental tree with stunning autumn colour, native to the north-east of the United States,. It will be
planted on the Thames Promenade in Reading, where it can be enjoyed by strollers on the Promenade and
will be visible across the river from Caversham Court Gardens. They hope that it will encourage the people
of Reading to plant their own tree to add to the Queen's Green Canopy.
The tree will be planted immediately on arrival from the nursery (as this is late to be planting) and will be
regularly monitored and watered. They are holding a short (15 minutes at most) official ceremony on
Wednesday 1st June at 10:30 and would love to see you there. Meet at 10:15 at the southern foot of
Caversham Bridge, outside the Crowne Plaza, from where there is a short walk to the tree planting spot.
In 2012, the year of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, a large, 5,000 years-old bog oak (or black oak) was
found preserved in the water-logged soils of Wissington Fen in Norfolk. The Fenland Black Oak Project
was established to make a table for the nation. After 10 years work, the 13m (43’) table will be unveiled
this month at Ely Cathedral in honour of the Queen's Platinum Jubilee.
It’s called bog oak because it was preserved in a bog and black oak because it’s black! If left for millions
of years, bog-wood can become jet, lignite or coal. The black colour results from interactions between
the tannins of the wood and the acidic water; and is not to be confused with Quercus velutina, the black
oak of eastern and central North America (which has a yellow pigment in its inner bark) or Quercus
kelloggii, the California black oak, neither of which produce black wood.
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STORM DAMAGE
Thank you to everyone who sent me details and photos of the tree damage caused by the three storms we
had in February - Dudley on 17th, Eunice on 18th and Franklin on 21st. Most damage was done by Eunice,
which had the strongest winds. There is a selection of the photos on this page and the next, but I’ve
compiled all the reports into a separate document, should you wish to see more. These reports include
eight trees from our veteran tree database and a memorial one. It’s worth noting that a high percentage
of those trees reported to me were not healthy, with several having Ganoderma infection.
Across the Borough, more than 150 fallen trees blocked roads and paths and were removed by WBC.
Nationally of course there was much more damage and tree loss. Some National Trust properties had
major losses and the Kew Magazine reported losing 20-25 trees, including three TROBI champions, one of
which, a pine, was a favourite of Tony Kirkham. Cambridge University Botanic Garden's 'Newton's apple
tree' also fell.
In Arborfield Park it was very sad to see the demise of a scarlet oak (below left) planted in the memory
of Diana Thorne’s father. Diana is our Arborfield and Newland coordinator. It did have a fungus infection,
which presumably made it more vulnerable.

Top left: Millennium
Wood, Arborfield Park
Top right: Woodford
Park, Woodley;
Above: MRN 7640,
Barkham
Right: Biggs Lane,
Barkham
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From top, left to right:
➢MRN 8322 opposite Ludgrove School, Wokingham Without

➢ Nores Hill Wood, Shinfield

➢ Sonning Lane, Sonning Village

➢Froghall Drive, Wokingham Town

➢MRN 1106 Lower Sandhurst Road, Finchampstead
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OTHER SADLY DEPARTED –

MRNs

679

MRN 679 was a Cider Gum (Eucalyptus
gunnii) on the right of the exit from Folly
Court, the old Guide Dog training
establishment, and once a nursery garden.
It was a TROBI County Champion for girth
(#206615) and was destroyed to make way
for houses.

HAS

YOUR PARISH PRODUCED A TREE WALK?

Whilst discussing our stall at the Earley Green Fair, Sarah Hanson told us about a tree walk on the Earley
Town Council website. A pdf of the walk can be downloaded, with photos of all the 18 trees on the walk.
There are several of the trees listed on our veteran tree database and they are identified on this walk
(although the pdf does not have links to them). The photos are not ours, but were taken especially for
the walk. Incidentally, there are better photos of the Gemini oak, # 2 on that walk, on our website. The
walk was devised by Richard Fryer, not a WDVTA member, but a staff member of the Earley Town Council.
It was one of ETC’s Cop 26 events. I’m most impressed by this initiative. Richard puts us all to shame.
Apart from Linda Martin’s excellent walk around Bearwood Recreation Ground (produced years ago), we
haven’t produced any tree walks for the website, although we have had several in-person walks.

WHITEKNIGHTS TREES
Reading University’s Whiteknights Park has a diverse collection of trees, both native and exotics. We’ve
publicised their excellent tree walk before; but now there’s another website which is a virtual arboretum
of Whiteknights Park. It currently includes 181 kinds of tree (species, subspecies or variety), 445
individual trees and 1855 photographs with a map showing their locations. The photos can be arranged in
various ways as explained on the information page. For example, species in spring, family order, native
trees and more details on individual species. Have a look at the Taxodium and Metasequoia pages. There
are photos of each tree is its spring, summer, autumn and winter foliage. When we first set up our
database, we aimed to do the same, but with so many trees to record we only have summer and winter
photos for a very few, including MRN 120 (shown below) in Redlands Farm Park, off Evendons Road.

MORE

TREES FOR

KEEPHATCH

Earlier this year, over 200 hazel saplings were planted at Keephatch Meadows on the Binfield Road.
Each saplings was planted with a protective tree tube and stake, repurposed from previous planting
projects on the site, and surrounded with a ring of bark mulch to give them the best chance of
surviving and growing into healthy trees.
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SPECIES

IN

FOCUS – WHITE POPLAR (POPULUS

ALBA)

12 miscellaneous facts about the White Poplar
1. It belongs to the Malpighiales, a large order including rubber trees
and mangroves, as well as the family Salicaceae (Willows and
Poplars). Their relationship is based on molecular rather than
morphological similarities. Like other Salicaceae, the bark contains
salicylate, a source of aspirin.
2. Native to south/central Europe and central/western Asia, they are
naturalised in UK, but the
introduction date is unknown.

CC BY-SA 3.0

3. They are dioecious (separate
male and female trees) and wind
pollinated. Male catkins are red,
whilst female ones are green,
developing into fluffy, white
seeds. The leaves turn golden
yellow in autumn.
4. White Poplar hybridises with the
closely related Aspen (Populus
tremula); resulting in the hybrid
Grey poplar (Populus canescens)

White Poplars at Frinton-on-Sea, Essex

5. They require abundant light and moisture; but tolerate a wide range of soils
and sites, including flooding and salty winds.
6. The roots produce abundant suckers, often as far as 20–30m (65'–100’) from
the trunk, forming extensive clonal colonies and dense thickets. This makes
them unsuitable as street trees and they should not be planted near buildings
or drains. It is an invasive alien in South Africa and many parts of Australia
and the States, being banned in Connecticut.
7. Because of the extensive root systems and tolerance of salt, they
successfully stabilise coastal sand dunes and form effective coastal wind
breaks.
8. They are good for wildlife. Flowering in March/April they provide an early
source of food for bees, butterflies, moths and other insects. Caterpillars
feed on the leaves and birds eat the caterpillars, adult insects and seeds.
9. The wood is not very durable and not used as timber; but is widely used for
carving, being soft, light, close-grained and shrinking very little during
seasoning. Donatello carved the ‘Penitent Magdalene’ (photo right) from white
poplar in the 1450s.

By I, Sailko, CC BY 2.5

10. A yellow dye can be extracted from the bark; whilst both the inner bark and
leaves can be eaten raw or made into a flour for bread (but are not
recommended!)
11. Virgil gives directions for its cultivation and Horace speaks of the white
poplar as delighting to grow on the banks of rivers. In mythology, it’s
associated with Hercules, who wore a crown of its leaves when completing
the last of his twelve labours, bringing Cerberus from the underworld. The
crown was singed by the fires of Hades, giving the leaves their dark surfaces.
12. We have six White Poplars in our database. The only one with public access
(MRN 9236) is on the boundary of Arborfield Park.
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RECOMMENDED READING AND VIEWING

Just click on the green links.

TAKING ACTION FOR HEALTHY TREES
The Tree Council’s webinar for Plant Health Week this month.

RECENT ARBORICULTURAL ASSOCIATION WEBINARS.
TREES VERSUS BATS
A fun ‘competition’ - although why bats were chosen is unclear.

BIOCHAR AND TREES
Two articles in the Ancient Tree Forum SPRING NEWSLETTER:
Technical feature "Wood mould"
Featured ancient tree "Old Oak of Ross"

TREES AND FARMING
The latest tree guide from ATF

TREE HEALTH AND DISEASES
A series of very useful short videos (6-15 mins long) from Obseratree.

WILDFIRES
Increased wildfires not only destroy large areas of forest, but the resultant smoke is linked to Arctic
melting.

TREE LOSS
Climate change: Record tree losses in 2021 in northern regions.

TWO SHORT TED TALKS (UNDER 5 MINS)
THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF TREES - Camille Defrenne and Suzanne Simard
HOW TALL CAN A TREE GROW? - Valentin Hammoudi
PHENOLOGY - BUD BURST
The timing of bud burst for 11 tree species across the UK. This is a supplement to the State of the UK
Climate 2016. The latest State of the UK Climate 2020 doesn’t include such a supplement.

BOOK REVIEWS
From Patricia Green:
‘FINDING THE MOTHER

TREE' by Suzanne Simard

From Brian Hunt:

‘FROM ANCIENT OAKS TO WALKING-YEWS-THE

STORY OF

BRITAIN’S

GREAT TREES, FORESTS AND

AVENUES’

by Tony Hall. [Tony has maintained the arboretum at Kew for more than 20 years.]
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“Planting more trees in England will be key to the UK Government’s plan to achieve net zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050.”
DEFRA “Nature recovery green paper: protected sites and species” (March 2022)

…. And to make you smile:
From Sarah Swatridge last January:
I was in Twyford and noticed these three
coppiced willows (I think) near the Old Silk Mill.
They really caught my eye and I had to take a
picture. It’s strange how something so simple as
a trunk and a few branches can still be beautiful.
I hope the photo does them justice.

WOULD

YOU BELIEVE IT?

Residents say a 'dangerous' tree in Mortimer breaches human rights. We all know that some people want
trees cut down because their leaves (or even flowers) fall on their lawns. Now some residents at The
Bevers in Mortimer want a pine tree cut down because it violates their human rights. They are arguing
that the “tall” and “ugly” tree detracts from their “peaceful enjoyment” of their homes. The fear of it
falling down is causing “fear, stress and anxiety”. The tree has a TPO and hence West Berkshire Council
have to give permission for the tree to be felled. They say the risk posed by this 100-year-old trees is
extremely low and it makes an important contribution to local amenity, biodiversity, and landscape
character as well as carbon sequestration.
Some sources used in this issue: all web pages accessed 15/05/2022 (unless stated otherwise) Links embedded in the text are not repeated here.
Email me if you want a list of them.
p5 - Last Apple Tree - Swinyard, Margaret and Bruce, The Story of Emmbrook House, The Wokingham Historian No.4 1991
p10 - Keephatch - Wokingham’s Countryside newsletter 15/02/2022
p11 -Species in Focus: Mitchell, Alan (1974) ‘A Field Guide to the Trees of Britain and Northern Europe’ ISBN 0 00 212035 6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Populus_alba
https://www.donatello.net/penitent-maddalena.jsp
https://tenrandomfacts.com/white-poplar
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees-woods-and-wildlife/british-trees/a-z-of-british-trees/white-poplar/
https://www.gardenersworld.com/how-to/grow-plants/populus-alba/
https://www.gardenguides.com/129336-meaning-poplar-tree.html
https://www.greekmythology.com/Myths/Heroes/Heracles/heracles.html

Images may be subject to copyright, so please do not reproduce any without checking first.
The views and opinions expressed in Tree Watch are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor
or the official policy or position of the Wokingham District Veteran Tree Association.

Don’t forget: You can download a pdf version of our 10th anniversary report from our website - but you
can also access an extended version of it, with links to the trees mentioned:
wdvta.org.uk/report10.php
Details of all trees in our database are available via the web map pages: wdvta.org.uk/WDVTS
The inventory of commemorative and special trees can also be accessed via our website:
wdvta.org.uk/commem.php

Finally, and most importantly,
THANK YOU

to everyone who has recorded our trees.

We wouldn’t have a database without you.
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